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The myriad decisions we make throughout our lives—choices 

about education, joining the military, marriage, having children, 

changing jobs, moving, caring for aging parents, saving for retirement, 

and dealing with challenges in old age—affect not only our individual 

lives, but public policy and business practices as well. 

20th-Century  
U.s. Generations

Generation size influences 
opportunities for education, 
career access and advance-
ment, and retirement. The 
composition of a generation 
influences attitudes about 
immigrants and the mean-
ing of concepts like race.

The share of employed women 
in the clerical/secretarial “pink 
collar ghetto” peaked for the 
Lucky Few generation. 

IN 1900,
children without both 
parents usually lived with 
grandparents, but by 2000, 
living with an unmarried 
mother became the most 
common alternative.

The seven generations 
in this comparison start 
as far back as 1870, the 
decade following the Civil 
War, and cover the entire 
period from then to the 
end of the 20th century.

Governments formulate laws and policies about 
child and health care and Social Security based 
on the life choices they expect us to make. 
Private businesses make plans based on the life 
choices they expect from us as employees and 
customers. The 2008 U.S. presidential election 
clearly demonstrated that individual choices 
and expectations vary considerably across 
U.S. generations. Generational differences in 
demographic experiences provide some clues 
about the sources of the generational divide 
seen in some political, social, and consumption 
choices.

By virtue of when they were born, members 
of each generation live through unique times 
shaped by unexpected historical events, changing 
political climates, and evolving socioeconomic 
conditions. Generations also come in different 
sizes and changing mixtures of ethnicity, helping 
to shape the choices individuals will make in life. A 
generational perspective offers fresh insights into 
contemporary society by emphasizing both the 
distinctiveness of each generation in its particular 
historical context and the persistence of such 
distinctions across an individual’s life. 

When different generations respond in unique 
ways to common problems and choices, 
businesses, governments, and we as individuals 
need to recognize and understand such 

distinctions. This Population Bulletin highlights 
contrasting American generations of the 20th 

century, showing how each one influenced and 
reacted to the social and economic landscape 
over which we all must travel during our lives.

Defining Generations
People use the word “generation” in two distinct 
ways. A family generation counts the years 
between the births of each parent and child. 
Because the ages of the mother and father differ, 
parents of the same child can have different family 
generation lengths.1 Since babies are born every 
day, these personal generations do not translate 
into distinct groups in any larger population at any 
particular time. individuals with family generation 
length of 20 years, for example, could consist of 
30-year-olds each with a 10-year-old child and 50-
year-olds with 30-year-old children.  

in contrast, all people born together in a particular 
year or group of years (groups Norman Ryder 
preferred to call “cohorts”) are sometimes also called 
historical or cohort generations.2 As William Straus 
and Neil Howe write in Generations: The History 
of America’s Future, “…cohort generations are to 
societies what family generations are to families...
the earlier generation is always older than the next 
and normally exercises authority over those that 
follow—the cohort type in a public setting, the family 
type in a private setting.”3

A recent study of the United States identifies 
seven historical generations (groups of annual birth 

33%
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Box 1

seven u.s. Generations
1. The New Worlders (born from 1871 through 1889, median 
member born in 1880) lived on farms more than any other 
American generation during the 20th century. One-fifth of all 
children born into this generation died in childhood. They are 
known as New Worlders because about one of every four people 
in this generation immigrated to the United States.

2. The Hard Timers (born from 1890 through 1908, median 
member born in 1899) first fought in World War I, then struggled 
through the Great Depression, and finally finished their working 
lives in the wartime economy of World War II. They often married 
late, had fewer children, and generally had the fewest choices 
about the direction of their lives of any generation during the 
century.

3. The Good Warriors (born from 1909 through 1928, median 
member born in 1918) were called the Greatest Generation by 
Tom Brokaw in 1998. They fought in World War II and led all 
other generations in blue-collar jobs and union membership. 
They and the Lucky Few were the most native-born generations 
in U.S. history.

4. The Lucky Few (born from 1929 through 1945, median 
member born in 1937) had the smallest share of immigrants of 
any generation in the century, and were the first generation in 
U.S. history with fewer people than the preceding generation. 

Many educated Lucky Few men skipped blue-collar jobs for 
white-collar careers. Their military service came mostly during 
peacetime rather than wartime. Lucky Few women married 
earlier than any other generation in U.S. history.

5. The Baby Boomers (born from 1946 through 1964, median 
member born in 1955) nearly doubled the number of people in 
the Lucky Few to become the largest generation of the century. 
While baby-boomer men had problems finding jobs, women 
in this generation nearly matched men in education and made 
great strides in the career world.

6. Generation X (born from 1965 through 1982, median 
member born in 1974) marks the first generation with a greater 
share of women than men graduating from college. Generation 
X once again includes many foreign-born immigrants. They 
delayed marriage and parenthood more than any other 
generation before them in the century. Men continued to 
struggle with jobs while women moved forward in careers as 
well as education.

7. The New Boomers (born from 1983 through 2001, 
median member born in 1992) include almost as many births 
as the original baby boom and will add a larger share of new 
immigrants in adulthood than any generation since the New 
Worlders. They will become the largest generation of any living 
during the century. Most of their lives will take place in the 21st 
century, however, so we only get a few hints about them here.

source: Elwood Carlson, The Lucky Few: Between the Greatest Generation and the 
Baby Boom (New York: Springer Publishers, 2008).

cohorts set off from other groups by strong historical boundaries) 
who composed American society during the 20th century.4 The 
seven generations compared here start as far back as 1870, the 
decade following the Civil War, and cover the entire period from then 
to the end of the 20th century. Each generation’s name reflects its 
most distinctive demographic feature or historical experience. Most 
names of the youngest generations (such as the baby boomers and 
Generation X) are borrowed from conventional usage, but some of 
the earliest generations, such as the New Worlders and Hard Timers, 
required new names of their own (see Box 1). 

The Roller Coaster of Generation Size
Generations mattered so much throughout the 20th century partly 
because they were not all the same size. Generations did not even 
exhibit a smooth, steady increase in population from one generation 
to the next. Generation sizes at age 30, shown in Figure 1 (page 4), 
instead reveal a series of demographic booms and busts. After a 
couple of decades of population growth for early generations due to 
natural increase and a wave of immigration, the lucky Few (those 
born during the Great Depression and World War ii, when birth 

rates fell to historic lows) gave us the first generation in U.S. history 
smaller than the one before it.5 While some scholars further subdivide 
this group (the “depression kids” and “war babies”),6 we count 
them together based on the common ground of small annual birth 
cohorts. No sooner had this unusual generation appeared than the 
birth rate exploded in the postwar period to produce the baby-boom 
generation, nearly twice the size of the lucky Few. When this huge 
group ran into problems in life, birth rates fell again, and Generation 
X repeated the pattern of being a generation smaller than the one 
before it.7 Since then, birth rates have recovered to yield the New 
Boomer generation, reinforced by a new tide of immigration to make 
it the biggest generation yet in U.S. history.

This picture would shift slightly if we observed these generations at 
a different age. For example, a picture of relative generation sizes 
at birth instead of age 30 would show the earliest generations as 
relatively larger than they appear in Figure 1 because one-fifth of all 
children died before age 15. By contrast, the later generations were 
born when the risk of infant and child deaths had fallen dramatically, 
losing few members before age 15 and gaining millions of new 
members between the ages of 15 and 30 as new immigrants 
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note: Projections used for Generation Xers and New Boomers born after 1978. 
sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Series P-25 Population Estimates and Projections, numbers 311, 314, 321, 352, 441, 519, 917, 1045, 1957, and 1095 (www.census.gov, accessed Mar. 11, 2008).  
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outnumbered the deaths of young adults. Similarly, improvements in 
the likelihood of surviving to old age meant that by 2007, when the 
lucky Few reached a median age of 70, this generation was larger 
than the Good Warrior generation had been in 1988 at the same 
median age.

Contrasts in Childhood 
Differences in the lives of U.S. generations during the 20th century 
started in childhood. These contrasts ranged from where they lived to 
the makeup of family households. For instance, nearly half (41 percent) 
of Hard Timer children counted at ages under 10 in the 1900 and 1910 
censuses lived on farms.8 About one-third (35 percent) of children 
under age 10 in the Good Warrior generation in 1910, 1920, and 1930 
still lived on farms. For lucky Few children, this share dropped to one-
fourth (26 percent), while less than a tenth (9 percent) of baby boomers 
were counted on farms as children. only 1 percent or 2 percent of 
Generation X and the New Boomers were ever counted by a census as 
children living on farms; for most of them farms became places where 
they might visit an elderly relative on rare occasions.

inside their homes, generations of children experienced the ebb and flow 
of a tide of family disruption during the 20th century. High death rates in 
the early 1900s led to a large number of widowed parents and orphans 
for the first two generations of the 20th century, as documented in Table 
1 (page 5) showing the presence of parents in children’s households. 

As death rates fell, later generations of children were more likely to 
live with both parents—the middle generations of the 20th century 
came closer than any other generation in U.S. history to achieving the 
traditional ideal of a married mother and father living together in an 
independent household with their children.9 Almost 90 percent of all 
children under age 10 in the Good Warrior generation were living with 
both their parents when captured by census counts around mid-
century. Together with the lucky Few and the baby boomers, Good 
Warriors experienced childhood during the high tide of stable, intact 
nuclear family households.

After mid-century, this high tide of two-parent homes ebbed because 
delayed marriage and increasing divorce rates outweighed continued 
improvements in survival. Generation X children lived less often with 
both parents than any of the earlier generations in the 20th century. 
When counted in the 1990 and 2000 censuses, more than one-fourth 
of all New Boomer children under age 10 appeared in homes missing 
one or both parents. 

in 1900, children without both parents usually lived with 
grandparents, but by 2000, living with an unmarried mother became 
the most common alternative. Such census counts only give cross-
sectional “snapshots” of the population; even greater shares of 
children in each generation actually experienced missing parents at 
some time between birth and the end of childhood.

fiGure 1

U.S. Generations at age 30 (With Projections for Births after 1978)
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Rise of Mass Education
Beyond the family makeup of their households, children in different 
generations experienced another fundamental change over the 
course of the 20th century. Spurred by two major changes in law 
and policy, formal schooling expanded to dominate childhood and 
adolescence between 1900 and 2000.10 The first change outlawed 
child labor in industry, removing the earlier incentive for families to put 
children to work rather than keeping them in school.11 The second 
change made school attendance compulsory up to a minimum age.12

Table 2 shows how this expansion of formal schooling affected 
successive generations. over 80 percent of adult New Worlders left 
school without finishing the 12th grade, and only about one in 20 
finished college. Hard Timers only went a little further in school—fully 
three-fourths of them never completed 12th grade and very few 
graduated from college. The Good Warrior generation made the first 
big jump toward mass education, with about half of them completing 
high school and a noticeably larger share than for earlier generations 
graduating from college. However, lucky Few men promptly outdid 
the achievements of the Good Warriors with the largest schooling 
improvement of the century. More than three-fourths of all lucky Few 
men finished high school and about one-fourth of them graduated 
from college—more than double the share of male college graduates 
in the Good Warrior generation.

lucky Few women made almost as much progress as men in 
completing high school, but this generation of women lagged far 
behind men in graduating from college. As a result, the college gap 
between women and men opened wider among the lucky Few 
than in any other generation in U.S. history. Earlier generations had 

less education, so naturally the gap between men and women was 
much smaller. But both the baby boomers and Generation X, who 
completed even more education than the lucky Few, registered a 
more equal pattern of college attendance for men and women. in 
fact, in Generation X, a greater percentage of women graduated from 
college than men for the first time.

Jobs for Generations
Unlike these continued gains in education from one generation to the 
next, contrasting generation sizes translated into uneven results for 
people in their first direct encounter with market forces—their entry 
into paying jobs. As Easterlin and oppenheimer pointed out, the 
small lucky Few generation came along just in time for a sustained 
postwar economic expansion beginning in the 1950s, a classic 
combination of a shrinking supply of labor combined with a strongly 
expanding demand for workers.13 By contrast, the arrival of the huge 
baby-boom generation in the work force coincided with the oil shock 
and economic slump of the 1970s—an equally classic combination 

tABle 1

Parental households for children Under age 10 by Generation 
(Percent)

note: Each generation of children spans multiple censuses to count each child exactly once 
before age 10; e.g., baby boomers enumerated at ages under 10 in the 1950, 1960, and 
1970 censuses combine to produce figures shown. 
source: original calculations from U.S. Census integrated Public Use Microdata Samples.  

GeNeraTioN
BoTH  

PareNTs
MoTHer 

oNLy
FaTHer  

oNLy
NeiTHer  
PareNT

Hard Timers 81 6 2 11

Good Warriors 89 3 1 7

Lucky Few 85 4 1 9

Baby Boomers 86 6 1 7

Generation X 79 12 2 7

New Boomers 69 16 4 11

tABle 2

completed Education for Generations of men and Women 
(Percent)

source: original calculations from integrated Public Use Microdata Samples of 1940 and 
1960 censuses, and 1977, 1996, and 2007 Current Population Surveys.

GeNeraTioNs
Less THaN 

HiGH scHooL
HiGH scHooL 

Grad
4 years oF 

coLLeGe

NeW WorLders (aGes 51 To 69 iN 1940)

Men 84 11 4

Women 82 15 3

Hard TiMers (aGes 32 To 50 iN 1940)

Men 77 17 6

Women 73 23 4

Good Warriors (aGes 32 To 48 iN 1960)

Men 54 35 11

Women 50 44 6

LUcKy FeW (aGes 32 To 48 iN 1977)

Men 25 52 23

Women 25 61 13

BaBy BooMers (aGes 32 To 50 iN 1996)

Men 13 59 28

Women 12 62 26

GeNeraTioN X (aGes 24 To 42 iN 2007)

Men 14 56 30

Women 11 55 34
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Box 2

cohort size and Personal  
Welfare According to easterlin
Richard Easterlin laid the groundwork for many of the ideas in 
this Bulletin in a slim, influential volume published nearly 30 
years ago. The highlights of his writings concern the interactions 
between generations of different sizes.

“The key links in the chain that connects a generation’s size to 
its fortunes and to the state of the economy and society may be 
put as follows:

1. Marriage, childbearing, and many other aspects of family 
formation and growth depend crucially on how the ‘typical’ 
young couple assesses its ‘relative income,’ that is, the 
prospects for achieving the economic life-style to which they 
aspire. . . If young men and women can more readily realize 
their life-style aspirations and expected family roles, they 
will experience less psychological stress. But if they have 
difficulty in achieving their goals, such feelings as inadequacy, 
hopelessness, despair, resentment, and bitterness will be 
more widespread. These feelings will be reflected in a variety 

of social conditions—in an above-average frequency among 
young adults of illegitimacy, divorce, crime, alcoholism, motor 
vehicle accidents, suicide, political alienation, and so on. Such 
developments give a negative tone to the health of the society 
generally.

2. A young couple’s relative income depends in large part on the 
supply of younger workers relative to older when the partners 
are in the early working ages. If younger workers are in relatively 
short supply, their earnings, unemployment experience, and 
rate of advancement will be favorably affected—all of which 
increases their relative income. If the opposite is true, the relative 
income of young couples will suffer.

3. The supply of younger workers relative to older depends 
chiefly on their generation size, the national birth rate about 
20 years earlier. Small generations, hailing from low birth rate 
periods, such as the 1930s, are in short supply when working 
age is reached. Large generations, such as those born in the 
high birth rate era of the 1950s, are in excess supply.

The story of the past 40 years is in part one of the impact of 
major swings in generation size on the economy and society.” 

source: Richard Easterlin, Birth and Fortune (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,  
1980): 146-47.

of an expanding supply of labor in the face of a slowdown in demand 
(see Box 2). Even a slight acquaintance with basic economic principles 
of supply and demand is enough to predict the results for men’s 
careers—unprecedented economic good luck for the lucky Few and 
unusually troubled early careers for baby boomers.

Figure 2 (page 7) shows the percentage of all men and women 
employed in each generation. These data were taken each year 
from Current Population Surveys starting in 1962 to capture each 
generation as their median ages advanced through adulthood. The 
picture for the lucky Few is almost complete, but it is less clear for 
older or younger generations. in 1969, when the lucky Few reached 
median age 32, nearly 95 percent of men in their generation held 
paying jobs—the highest employment rate of the century. This early 
success and their leap into white-collar jobs detailed below might 
help explain why lucky Few men began withdrawing from paying 
jobs earlier than the Good Warriors or Hard Timers before them. 
Figure 2 also shows this early retirement trend.

By contrast, when baby-boomer men reached median ages in their 
early 30s, only about 85 percent held paying jobs. Even in their peak 
employment year of 1990, baby-boomer men failed to reach an 
employment rate of 90 percent. About twice as many of these young 
men lacked paying jobs at peak employment ages compared with the 
lucky Few. it is too soon to tell what the baby boomers will do when 
they write their chapter on retirement, though that time is not far off.

Young men in Generation X, however, provide clear evidence that 
although generation size has important market consequences, it is 
not the whole story. like the lucky Few, Generation X formed another 
group smaller than the generation before them. if small generation 
size were enough to bring economic good fortune, they should have 
repeated the career success of the lucky Few. instead, the men of 
Generation X have followed in the shallower economic footsteps of 
young baby-boomer men, plagued by more unemployment, later labor 
force entry, and slower career advancement. We could not ask for 
clearer evidence that general macroeconomic conditions matter at least 
as much as generation size in determining our fates in the work force.

Despite such generational fluctuations, the general age profile of 
paid work for men remained basically the same throughout the 20th 
century. By comparison, Figure 2 (page 7) shows nothing short of a 
revolution in terms of paying jobs for women.14 Along with starting 
work earlier and reaching higher levels of employment in middle 
adulthood, each new generation of women also stayed at work longer 
than the generation before them. 

Earlier generations of women usually sequenced motherhood and 
paid employment rather than combining them, so women tended to 
reach their peak years of paid employment much later in life than men. 
Women in the Good Warrior generation reached a peak employment 
rate of 50 percent at median age 52 in 1970. By comparison, lucky 
Few women reached a higher peak employment rate of 63 percent in 
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1989, also at median age 52. This looks like an impressive gain in jobs 
for women, until we observe that baby-boomer women reached a peak 
employment rate of 75 percent a decade earlier in their lives in 1998, 
when the median baby-boomer woman was only 45 years old. 

Attention to gender thus reveals mirror-image generational contrasts 
for women compared to men. Among the lucky Few, men set 
economic records while women showed much slower progress. For 
baby boomers, women set economic records while men showed much 
slower progress. Generation X women, though they have barely begun 
their working careers, are already running ahead of baby boomers in 
their early and widespread entry into paying jobs and once again, this 
trend seems to be paired with sluggish progress for men.15

Fall and Rise of Marriage Ages
Just as there are employment contrasts across generations over the life-
course, there are also contrasts in home and family life. Table 3  
(page 8) shows the percentage of men and women in each generation 

who had married by age 20 and the percentage married by age 29, 
spanning the ages when the majority of first marriages happen in 
every generation. lucky Few women got married earlier than any other 
generation in American history.16 Earlier and later generations entered 
marriage at a slower pace. The other small generation, Generation X, 
married later than any of the other generations observed so far.

Most people do not marry while still in school. Yet the lucky Few 
men, who advanced much further in school than earlier generations, 
also married earlier than any other generation in the history of the 
United States. How did they manage to combine more schooling with 
earlier marriage?

in 1900, half of all men and women had stopped going to school by age 
15. in the same year, half of all men still remained unmarried at age 25, 
so for men the window between leaving school and entering marriage 
averaged about 10 years. Women were almost 23 years old before half 
of them had gotten married, leaving a window of eight years on average 
between school and marriage at the start of the century. 

Percent of All Persons Employed

Age of Median Birth Cohort

Generation X Men
Baby Boomer Men

Lucky Few Men

Good Warrior Men

Hard Timer Men

Generation X Women

Baby Boomer Women

Lucky Few Women
Good Warrior Women

Hard Timer Women

0

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

source: original calculations from Current Population Survey integrated Public Use Microdata Samples, 1962-2007.

fiGure 2

Percent Employed by age and Generation for men and Women
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For each succeeding generation prior to the lucky Few, this window 
between finishing school and getting married gradually narrowed. 
The bottom of the window closed upward as people stayed in school 
longer. The top of the window also closed downward as people 
married earlier. For the lucky Few, the window of time between the 
median age at leaving school and the median age at first marriage was 
smaller than for all other generations. in fact, this window almost closed 
altogether for lucky Few women, who on average married only a little 
more than a year after leaving school.

Since that time, however, the window has begun to open again. While 
baby boomers completed even more formal schooling than the lucky 
Few, they also delayed their marriages to a much greater degree. The 
gap between leaving school and getting married continued to widen 
for Generation X. Eventually it will be evident whether this trend also 
continues for the New Boomers born at the close of the 20th century.

Motherhood Mania and the Baby Boom
Table 3 also shows proportions of women who had become mothers 
by age 20 and by age 29 for the Good Warrior, lucky Few, and baby- 
boomer generations. (Since the 1920 and 1930 censuses did not 

ask women about the number of children born, we cannot include 
earlier generations like the Hard Timers. Since the youngest member 
of Generation X only reached age 18 by 2000, we cannot yet include 
younger generations either.) 

lucky Few women began having babies earlier than either the Good 
Warriors before them or the baby boomers who followed them. 
Birth statistics for even older or younger generations would make 
the uniqueness of the lucky Few stand out more sharply, since 
Generation X women so far have delayed their first births more than 
the baby boomers. From what we do know about the Hard Timers’ 
lives, we can guess that they probably also delayed their births just as 
they delayed their marriages.17

Transformation of Occupations
Each generation that lived through the 20th century encountered 
a new and different social landscape as they sought their places 
in the huge, complex system of jobs and businesses in the United 
States. Table 4 (page 9) shows that more than one-fifth of all New 
Worlder men were still farming when counted by the 1920 Census at 
ages 31 through 49, but later generations abandoned farms almost 
completely as noted for children above. 

After the New Worlder generation, Hard Timer and Good Warrior 
men moved to the industrial cities of America to work in factories 
and other blue-collar jobs. in fact, a larger share of Good Warrior 
men worked as skilled craftsmen than for any other 20th-century 
generation. The next shift in employment, from blue-collar to white-
collar jobs, occurred for lucky Few men, consistent with their 
impressive leap forward in formal schooling. over one-third of all 
lucky Few men became professionals or managers, rising quickly 
within new corporate structures where they found jobs right out of 
school. Baby-boomer men later mainly repeated the occupational mix 
of the lucky Few, with a few minor shifts, but Hughes and o’Rand 
also note that internal disparities of income and wealth became more 
pronounced among the boomers.18 Generation X has not yet reached 
ages where lifetime career choices can be assessed.

Women living and working beside their husbands on farms were not 
counted in early censuses as farmers, so the female labor force for 
New Worlders in particular was systematically undercounted. For 
people who were counted in the labor force, Table 4 (page 9) shows 
a higher share of professionals for women than for men in each 
generation, though for women the leading professions throughout 
most of the 20th century included nursing and teaching in elementary 
and high schools, while for men the leading professions included law, 
medicine, college and university teaching, and other higher-status, 
higher-paid jobs. Yet it remains true that the female labor force (small 
though it was at first) always has a more white-collar, professional 
character than the work force of men in the United States. 

At the start of the 20th century, however, most of the few New 
Worlder and Hard Timer women with paid jobs worked in service 
occupations—as maids, housecleaners, nannies, hired help on farms, 
or custodial employees. The share of women working in such service 
jobs, the biggest single category for New Worlder women, shrank 
significantly for each successive generation. 

tABle 3

Percent Ever married by Sex and Percent of Women With 
Births, ages 20 and 29

— Not available.

note: Each generation spans multiple censuses to count all men and women in a generation 
exactly once between ages 20 and 29; e.g., lucky Few were enumerated at ages 20 and 21 
in 1950, ages 20 through 29 in 1960, and at ages 25 to 29 in 1970, all combined to produce 
figures shown. 
source: original calculations from U.S. Census integrated Public Use Microdata Samples.

PerceNT ever  
Married

PerceNT  
MoTHers

aGe 20 aGe 29 aGe 20 aGe 29

MeN

New Worlders 7.6 66.0 — —

Hard Timers 11.3 69.9 — —

Good Warriors 11.8 78.8 — —

Lucky Few 21.6 84.9 — —

Baby Boomers 18.3 70.6 — —

Generation X 10.7 60.7 — —

WoMeN

New Worlders 36.3 80.5 — —

Hard Timers 37.6 82.5 — —

Good Warriors 37.7 86.3 21.7 68.0

Lucky Few 52.6 90.8 29.4 82.8

Baby Boomers 36.7 79.7 25.3 67.2

Generation X 19.5 70.3 — —
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The share of women employed in industry peaked among the still-
small female labor force of the Good Warrior generation, just as it did 
for men. in the case of women, these factory jobs actually peaked 
during World War ii when women took the place of men serving in 
the military. However, after mid-century, these blue-collar jobs for 
women also began to decline, replaced by a new concentration 
of jobs in white-collar clerical occupations for women in the later 
generations. Some have even called these clerical occupations the 
“pink-collar ghetto” because they absorbed so much of the rapidly 
expanding female labor force—particularly for lucky Few women. 
A full one-third of lucky Few women with paying jobs at ages 35 
to 51 in 1980 (the peak working ages for their generation) reported 
clerical occupations—the most intense concentration in this one 
occupational group seen for any generation. 

Table 4 also shows important gains in both managerial and 
professional jobs for lucky Few women. This trend continued to 
accelerate when the baby-boomer women, with their substantial 
educational gains, came on the scene. The pink-collar ghetto began 
to shrink as a result of computerization, office automation, and other 
technological changes, so that the occupational distribution of baby-
boomer women actually resembles that of baby-boomer men (though 
women still tend to have the secretarial jobs and men still tend to 
be the craftsmen and equipment operators). By the end of the 20th 
century, women had not only made inroads into occupations previously 
open only to men, but women’s labor force participation had expanded 
to the point that women made up almost half of the labor force. 

tABle 4

Occupations for Generations of men and Women in midlife (Percent)

note: Totals in labor force: New Worlders 13.3 million (men) and 2.5 million (women); Hard Timers 16.3 million (men) and 4.5 million (women); Good Warriors 21.5 million (men) and 10.2 
million (women); lucky Few 18.7 million (men) and 13.3 million (women); and Baby Boomers 33.5 million (men) and 29.6 milion (women). 
note: “Farmers” do not include farm workers, hired hands, or day laborers. Those who work the land without owning it or having permanent residences there appear instead among the 
“laborers” category in the table. 
source: original tabulations from U.S. Census integrated Public Use Microdata Samples. 

occUPaTioNaL 
GroUPs

NeW WorLders 
(1920 ceNsUs)

Hard TiMers  
(1940 ceNsUs)

Good Warriors 
(1960 ceNsUs)

LUcKy FeW  
(1980 ceNsUs)

BaBy BooMers 
(2000 ceNsUs)

MeN

Farmers 22 13 5 2 1

Laborers 18 16 8 5 6

Service 4 6 5 7 8

Operators 14 18 21 17 15

Crafts 19 18 25 23 21

Sales 5 6 7 6 6

Clerical 4 7 6 6 7

Managers 10 11 13 17 16

Professions 4 6 10 17 21

WoMeN

Farmers 4 1 0 0 0

Laborers 10 3 2 2 1

Service 31 28 22 17 15

Operators 20 20 20 13 7

Crafts 2 2 2 2 2

Sales 6 5 9 6 6

Clerical 11 21 29 33 29

Managers 4 5 4 7 11

Professions 12 14 12 19 29
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tABle 5

Percent of men in Labor Unions

— Not available.

source: original calculations from Gallup Polls and General Social Surveys.
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fiGure 3

Years of active Duty per 100 Person-Years Lived, ages 17-54

sources: Numerators of person-years of active duty from U.S. Department of Defense 
Military Manpower Statistics. Denominators of person-years lived by all men in each 
generation from decennial censuses and intercensal straight-line cohort interpolation. 
original tabulations of census data used 1% Public Use Microdata Samples of decennial 
censuses (www.ipums.umn.edu).

Union Boom
The share of workers belonging to labor unions rose dramatically 
in the aftermath of the Great Depression, gaining tremendous 
ground during World War ii as manufacturing industries expanded 
quickly under the stimulus of wartime production. The peak in union 
membership came shortly after mid-century, but membership rates 
began to drop again as industrial employment declined. By the end of 
the 20th century, American workers were just about back where they 
had started in 1900, with less than 10 percent of the total employed 
population reporting union membership. 

Good Warrior men made the leap from farming to blue-collar and 
crafts occupations—the kinds of jobs most likely to be involved with 
labor union membership. on the other hand, the lucky Few men 
made the biggest jump of the century from blue-collar jobs to white-
collar occupations, jobs in which union membership never took root 
to the extent it did in blue-collar jobs. Therefore, we would expect the 
Good Warriors to be the champions of labor unions and the lucky 
Few to leave this form of collective organization behind. 

Table 5 shows precisely this pattern. The experience of the Hard 
Timers (“young workers” in 1937 and “mature workers” in 1957) 
shows the upswing in industrial manufacturing and union jobs that 
resulted from World War ii production and the postwar industrial 
boom. The experience of Good Warriors (“young workers” in 1957 
and “mature workers” in 1973) shows the peak of the union boom. 
Nearly four of every 10 Good Warrior men reported belonging to a 
labor union by 1973.

The lucky Few, already past the peak of blue-collar industrial 
employment and rising into management and professional jobs on 
the basis of their higher education, never reached a level of union 
membership near that of the Good Warriors. Even as “young workers” 
in 1973, the lucky Few men were only as unionized as the mature 
Hard Timers had been 20 years earlier—only a little over a fourth 
reported union membership. By the time they reached mature working 
ages, union membership among the lucky Few actually fell, making 
them the first generation of the century to move away from unions 

NeW  
WorLders

Hard  
TiMers

Good  
War-

riors
LUcKy 

FeW
BaBy  

BooMers

1937 15 16 — — —

1957 — 27 31 — —

1973 — — 40 29 —

1989 — — — 20 18

     

as they grew older, rather than gaining more union membership with 
increasing age and job seniority. Mature lucky Few workers were only 
about as likely to belong to unions as the young baby boomers.

Military Service
Two generations stand out as atypical in terms of military service. 
Both Good Warrior and lucky Few men averaged nearly three 
times as much military service as other generations before or after. 
However, more than two-thirds of all military service by Good Warrior 
men came during wartime while only about one-third of the service 
by lucky Few men coincided with wars. For most of the 20th century, 
military service by women had only a slight demographic impact and 
was not measured well in official statistics. 

Figure 3 counts person-years, of active-duty military service in each 
generation, divided by the total number of person-years these men 
collectively lived between ages 17 (the first age eligible for military 
service) and 54 (an age when even most career military officers have 
left active-duty service).

Taking into account both intensity of military service across adulthood 
and risks of combat deaths during wartime, both Hard Timers and 
Good Warriors suffered over 50 combat deaths per 10,000 person-
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years of military service, while both lucky Few and baby-boomer men 
experienced fewer than 10 combat deaths per 10,000 person-years 
of service.19 The lucky Few, in other words, were just as “military” as 
the Good Warriors, but their mostly peacetime military service meant 
they only suffered casualties like the other less-military generations of 
the century.

Political Identities
The journalistic shorthand of “red” states and “blue” states not 
only represent places where the Republican or Democratic 
party dominates the electoral process, but also places where 
generally conservative or liberal political positions and values are 
believed to be more prevalent. However, equating Republicans 
with conservatives and Democrats with liberals does not apply 
consistently across American generations.20 Figure 4, based on 
General Social Survey responses for the last quarter of the 20th 
century, shows a separate pie chart of political orientation and  
party identification within each generation.

Conservatives actually equal or outnumber liberals among 
Democrats from earlier generations. These are the Democrats 
who remember FDR, World War ii, and growing up in the Great 
Depression. Newer generations of Democrats are more likely to call 
themselves liberals. They remember the civil rights movement, the 
Vietnam War, and other facets of a very different historical period. in 
fact, liberal identification has crowded out both conservatives and 
moderates among younger generations of self-identified Democrats, 
polarizing the shrinking share of Americans who still identify with this 
political party.

Republicans have always been more conservative than Democrats 
or independents, but only slightly more than half of Republicans in 
every generation actually identified themselves as conservatives. 
As declared Republicans shrank to a smaller share of each new 
generation, they also became slightly more conservative; both 
Republicans and Democrats became more polarized politically as 
the parties shrank. The lucky Few emerge as the most conservative 
Republicans of any generation in the 20th century. Since then, newer 
generations of Republicans have become more moderate (notably 
Generation X), and perhaps as a result have expanded to claim a 
larger share of this youngest generation.

The number of independents grew in each new generation at the 
expense of both political parties. The share of people omitting party 
identification and claiming to be independents captures more of 
Generation X (nearly half—43 percent) than any group before them. 
Conservatives outnumbered liberals by 2 to 1 among independent 
Hard Timers and Good Warriors, but liberals actually outnumber 
conservatives among both baby-boomer and Generation X 
independents. The lucky Few independents provide the transition or 
“tipping point” between these two contrasting patterns for older and 
younger generations of independent voters. More than ever before, 
moderate independents are the biggest single political category in 
the youngest generations, outnumbering both liberal Democrats and 
conservative Republicans.
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fiGure 4

Political Identities of Generations

source: original calculations from General Social Survey cumulative file.

National Origins and Race
The earliest generations living at the beginning of the 20th century 
(the New Worlders and Hard Timers) grew up during a great wave of 
immigration into the United States.21 As a result, because migrants 
tend disproportionately to be young adults, one of every four New 
Worlders was foreign-born by the time their generation reached 
middle age, a fraction far above that of any other generation of the 
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the Hard Timers who died before age 15 (20 percent of men and 17 
percent of women), a tremendous improvement in survival during 
the 20th century. in fact, in recent decades death rates fell fastest 
at the oldest ages, and deaths prevented at these ages make the 
population older.  

in 1900, a total of nearly two dependents relied on every worker in the 
labor force. This level of dependency was almost cut in half by 2000. 
Apart from a short interruption due to more young dependents during 
the baby boom, there was a continuous century-long improvement 
in the balance of dependents and workers. Table 6 also separates 
males and females outside the labor force into those who are under 
age 15, ages 15 through 64, and ages 65 and over. Dividing totals 
for each of these subgroups of the dependent population by the 
number of workers in the labor force shows the number of each 
kind of dependent per worker. This method of looking at economic 
dependency in the population is more precise than assuming that 
everyone ages 15 to 64 is in the labor force and everyone else is not.

As Table 6 shows, a dramatic decline in dependents under age 15 
(caused by falling birth rates) contributed to the overall reduction in 
dependency. Throughout the 20th century, however, a major and 
rapidly changing share of dependents actually appeared within what 
people often call the “working ages.” in fact, working-age dependents 
vastly outnumber dependents ages 65 and over throughout the 
entire century, right down to the present day, even though rising 
employment rates for women have reduced this group of dependents 
decade by decade. 

The number of dependents ages 65 and older per worker increased 
due to population aging. Fewer children in the population, however, 
and the shift of working-age women into the labor force more than 
compensated for rising shares of older people. The net result was 
a long-term decline in dependents per worker—an important cause 
of higher material living standards enjoyed by Americans in the final 
decades of the 20th century. 

Disability vs. Active Life
Retirement decisions of people in every generation are based on a 
variety of factors. Some people may live part of their lives in good 
health, but may suffer later from various chronic ailments that multiply 

century. in those early decades, a widespread and well-established 
consensus viewed diverse national origins in terms of “race,” in the 
sense that this biologism (a concept pretending biological origins, but 
without rigorous biological scientific content) was understood then. 
Race was not only a question of skin color, but of nationality—the 
italian race was seen as distinct from the German or irish races. 

By mid-century, however, Americans shifted to a more simplistic, 
streamlined concept of race, mainly focused on black and white. 
Drastic reductions in immigration, beginning with legal restrictions in 
the 1920s and compounded by the Great Depression and World War 
ii, weakened nationality as a basis for “racial” identity. National origins 
became less salient simply because nearly everyone shared a single 
national origin—they were native-born Americans. More than nine of 
every 10 people among the lucky Few and the Good Warriors were 
born inside the United States.22

By the end of the 20th century, due in part to renewed immigration 
from the 1960s onward, America’s self-image began to swing back 
toward national origins as the basis for constructing race—though 
with a new twist.23 After the lucky Few, to some extent among the 
baby boomers but especially for Generation X and the New Boomers, 
diverse new immigrant streams from latin America and Asia began to 
pull constructed racial identity back toward complexity. Thus, one out 
of every six people in Generation X could claim to be foreign-born by 
2000, and continued immigration is now increasing this share further 
as well as for the New Boomers coming after them. This new diversity 
already has powerful implications for how Americans think of race, 
beyond black and white, as well as nationality.24

Under the race and ethnicity classification scheme currently used 
for official U.S. census forms, Hispanics may be of any race. People 
in the United States who see themselves as Hispanic increasingly 
insist that this category should be recognized as a race rather than 
separated as an ethnicity. Asians and other immigrants, concentrated 
in the newest generations, also do not fit easily into the simplistic 
black-white dichotomy that prevailed in mid-century generations. 
Some people in each generation have been changing self-
identification between censuses. For example, the share of American 
indians counted in successive censuses within each generation 
has increased. Such growth could not be due to immigration or to 
differences in mortality. The only possible answer is that some people 
are reclassifying themselves officially as American indians although 
they had not done so before.25

Survival of Generations
According to cohort death rates estimated from the Human 
Mortality Database, about one-fifth of Hard Timer boys and girls 
died in childhood. Child survival improved significantly for each 
generation. only about 2 percent of Generation X failed to reach 
age 15. These survival improvements in childhood actually made the 
United States younger. 

Although adult survival didn’t increase as fast as improvements for 
children, a century of steady progress against mortality at all ages 
meant that the share in Generation X eventually dying by age 65 (20 
percent of men and 12 percent of women) should rival the share of 

tABle 6

Dependents by age and Sex per Employed Worker

note: Dependents by age and sex in each census year divided by total labor force regardless of age.
source: original calculations from U.S. Census integrated Public Use Microdata Samples. 
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WoMeN 

65+ ToTaL

1900 0.48 0.47 0.09 0.66 0.02 0.05 1.78

1950 0.34 0.32 0.12 0.55 0.06 0.10 1.48

2000 0.22 0.21 0.15 0.22 0.08 0.13 1.01
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with increasing age and often play some role in retirement decisions. 
The most common measurements of health outcomes identify 
limitations in certain activities of daily living (ADls). National statistics 
on ADls record chronic problems with key areas of personal care: 
bathing or showering, dressing, getting in or out of bed or a chair, 
using the toilet, and eating. A person is considered to have an ADl 
limitation if any chronic condition creates a need for regular, ongoing 
help with one or more of these specific activities.

We compare responses to the National Health interview Survey 
(NHiS) question about ADl limitations for three generations—Hard 
Timers reaching ages 62 through 80 at the time of the 1970 NHiS, 
Good Warriors who were ages 62 to 81 when interviewed in 1990, 
and the lucky Few reaching ages 61 through 77 in time for the 2006 
NHiS. Each successive generation reported better health than the 
previous one as they reached these early retirement ages.26

When Hard Timers reached their 60s and 70s, women reported 
themselves to be in better health than men. Two-thirds (66 percent) 
of all Hard Timer women in 1970 said they had no physical limitations 
in their daily lives, while the equivalent share of men without such 
problems stood almost 10 percentage points lower at 58 percent. By 
1990, when the Good Warriors reached these same ages, the share 
of men reporting no limitations increased to match the two-thirds of 
women still reporting no problems with such activities. The positive 
trend in disability-free living advanced even more for the lucky 
Few. once again, men gained faster than women. By 2006, a full 
three-fourths of all lucky Few men in their 60s and 70s reported no 
limitations in activity, actually higher than the 73 percent of lucky Few 
women who could make the same claim. 

one important reason for the greater gains by men in avoiding 
disability probably involved the long-term shift from farm occupations 
(more common for New Worlders and Hard Timers) and blue-
collar occupations (in which the Good Warriors led the way) into 
white-collar and professional careers (characterized by the lucky 
Few). This dramatic shift in working conditions cut the chances for 
work-related injuries and the bodily wear and tear of jobs involving 
hard physical labor. Rising real income for each generation provided 
better health care as well, and the preponderance of peacetime 
military service for the many lucky Few veterans also contributed to 
their avoidance of disabilities. 

All in all, not only has the number of years lived increased for each 
new generation, but also the number of disability-free years. By 
2026, the baby boomers will be in the same age range as reported 
here for these earlier generations. For this generation, increasing 
obesity rates threaten the progress made in avoiding disability, but 
medical advances in drug therapies and assistive technology may 
counterbalance these effects.

Marriage
one way to look at everyday living arrangements for people reaching 
older ages is to consider the marriages they entered earlier in 
life. Figure 5 (page 14) shows marital status for four generations, 
measured when each had reached a median age of 70 (using the 
1950 Census for New Worlders, the 1970 Census for Hard Timers, 

the 1990 Census for Good Warriors, and the 2007 Current Population 
Survey for the lucky Few). We cannot yet see this far into the life 
course for the baby boomers and other younger generations.

At an average age of 70, each generation of women included a larger 
share that was married than previous generations. The picture is not 
quite so clear for men. Hard Timer, Good Warrior, and lucky Few 
men all reported similar percentages married at these ages. one 
reason for the rising share of those married in each new generation 
can be found in the steady contraction of those who never married, 
particularly for women. However, the dramatic decline in widowhood 
played an even bigger role in more marriages surviving to older ages. 
The share of widowers among men at median age 70 fell by more 
than half from the New Worlders to the lucky Few (from 17 percent 
to 7 percent). While the equivalent share of widows among women 
did not fall by half, the absolute decline of 18 percentage points 
(from 45 percent of New Worlder women to 27 percent of lucky 
Few women widowed) was actually much greater than the absolute 
decline for men.

The share of people separated and divorced increased over time. 
in this respect the lucky Few do not appear to be so lucky. The 
percentage of men reporting that they were divorced when their 
generation averaged 70 years old nearly tripled from 4 percent of 
New Worlders to 11 percent of the lucky Few and will undoubtedly 
be much higher for younger generations in the future. For women, the 
share separated or divorced increased even faster, from 3 percent to 
15 percent for the New Worlders to the lucky Few. This only counts 
people still reporting themselves as divorced at each census or 
survey date—it does not include any formerly divorced people who 
have married again. This is one important reason why fewer men than 
women report themselves as divorced—men remarry after divorce 
more frequently and sooner than do women.

Trends in Independent Living
living arrangements for people as they grow older provide another 
way to look at everyday life, a slightly different point of view from the 
discussion of marriage, divorce, and widowhood above. Figure 6 (page 
15) collapses many detailed categories of living arrangements into four 
main groups, again comparing generations at median age 70. 

Those classified as living independently with a spouse are married couples 
with one partner identified as the head of a household. A few married 
couples at these advanced ages are no longer able to live independently, 
and spouses live together as dependents in someone else’s household.

individuals living independently but with no spouse are not married. 
These include people who live alone, single parents heading a 
household with their dependent children, or people living with an 
unmarried partner or housemate and so on. Many more women fall 
into this category than men. 

A dependent living with relatives is a member of a household headed 
by a relative other than a spouse. This relative is most often an adult 
child of the respondent, and sometimes a sibling or other relative. 
This arrangement, more common for women than for men in old 
age, was much more prevalent in the beginning of the 1900s than it 
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is today. Finally, “dependents, other” live in a household headed by 
someone who is not a relative. They may be lodgers or live in group 
quarters—a very small category for most generations in the 20th 
century, though it was still important for New Worlders in their old age 
as observed in 1950.

Men in every generation generally live independently even in old age, 
and have become more independent in each successive generation. 
Not only do older men live independently, but they usually do so as 
part of a married couple. Figure 6 (page 15) shows a gradual decline 
of dependence on relatives and an increase in independent living 
even among unmarried men, due to their improving financial situation.

The progress in independent living across generations is similar for 
women and men at median age 70. However, a much smaller share of 
these independent women remain married. The share of women who 
are unmarried and living independently has increased just as fast, if not 
faster, than the share of women living independently with a spouse.

Women who lived as dependents with relatives are a smaller share of 
each new generation. Many of these older women without husbands 
now live alone instead, either in their former family homes or in 
apartments after downsizing a household.27 Fran Kobrin, one of the 
first scholars to examine the rapid increase in such living arrangements 
for older women, attributed the tremendous increase in the number 
of older women living on their own to three factors: a faster increase 
in survival chances for women compared to men; improvements in 
health status (examined above in terms of disability) that allowed 
them to remain active and independent; and more financial support 
systems for independent living, including Social Security, Medicare, 
pensions, survivors’ benefit plans built up by their husbands, and other 
accumulated wealth such as real estate, stocks, and bonds.28 

Not all older post-marriage women lived alone, however. Although the 
share living as dependents with relatives fell dramatically, hundreds 
of thousands of these women contributed to the emergence of new 
kinds of living arrangements rarely seen at the beginning of the 20th 
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century.29 in the last quarter of the 20th century, pioneering ad hoc 
communities have been joined by a vast, rapidly expanding universe 
of new housing patterns including congregate housing, independent 
living complexes, assisted-living facilities, and other special structures 
and organizations. in fact, we have not yet seen the real growth spurt 
of this new industry at all. it is just beginning today, as the enormous 
baby-boom generation reaches the ages where these new and 
complex living arrangements become a part of their world. 

Generational Contrasts
Throughout the life course, generations matter. Each of the vantage 
points for viewing generations discussed in this Population Bulletin 
adds weight to this overall conclusion. Generation size influences 
opportunities for education, career access and advancement, and 
options for retirement. The composition of a generation, in terms of 
nationalities, influences attitudes about immigrants and the meaning 
of concepts like race.

Changes from one generation to the next in urban/rural makeup, 
education, family formation, military service, and occupational options 
shape distinctive generational outlooks on fundamental questions. Do 
daughters need college educations? Should people forming intimate 
unions get married, or can they just live together? Do political leaders 
need to be military veterans? Can a “normal” marriage do without 
children? Are blue-collar or white-collar jobs “typical” occupations? 
Should married women pursue careers of their own? When is the 
normal time to retire? Context-specific responses to these and many 
other questions produce shifting patterns observed across different 
generations. 

The repeated contrasts noted earlier between the two small 
generations, the lucky Few and Generation X, highlight the unique 
historical context that separates each generation from others, 
limiting or expanding possibilities as well as shaping outlooks on 
life. Although both the lucky Few and Generation X were small 
generations, men in the lucky Few experienced the best luck of 
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the century in terms of education and employment opportunities, 
while men in Generation X struggle just to keep up with the weaker 
economic record of the baby boomers. Being a part of a smaller 
generation has not helped the men of Generation X very much. 
Contrasting macroeconomic conditions during their working lives 
explain the contrast between these two smaller generations. 

Similarly, lucky Few women contrast with Generation X women. 
Women in the lucky Few married early, had many children, and lagged 
far behind men in schooling and career advancement. Generation 
X women, in contrast, have postponed marriage and children and 
instead have graduated from college more often than men in their 
generation. in addition, they have almost matched them in labor force 
participation and in occupational choices. Changing norms about roles 

for men and women as well as economic conditions played a part in 
creating this generational contrast.

“As a social category, a generation probably offers a safer basis for 
personality generalization than such other social categories as sex, 
race, region, or age.”30 This audacious claim by Strauss and Howe 
remains just as worthy of consideration now as when they stated it a 
generation ago. No matter how contrasts between generations have 
been created, one fundamental fact of life remains true in the United 
States: Generations matter. To understand other people, and even to 
fully understand ourselves, we must consider generational identity at 
least as carefully as we consider any other social characteristic. And 
a salient part of generational differences in identity may be captured 
by contrasting generations’ demographic experiences.
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20th-Century U.s. Generations

Generational differences in demographic experiences provide 

some clues about sources of the generational divide seen in some 

political and social choices. By virtue of when they were born, 

members of each generation live through unique times shaped by 

unexpected historical events, changing political climates, and evolving 

socioeconomic conditions. Generation size influences opportunities for 

education, career access and advancement, and options for retirement. 

A generation’s ethnic composition influences attitudes about 

immigrants and the meaning of concepts like race. The generational 

perspective taken in this Population Bulletin provides key insights into 

the distinctiveness of the generations shaping contemporary society.




